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Abstract [511] OBJECTIVES  The DLR-Institute of Aerospace Medicine investigated the influence 

of nocturnal aircraft noise on sleep, mood and performance in laboratory and field studies from 1999 

until 2003. Both studies required challenging acoustical solutions. This is especially true for the field 

studies, which were conducted at the all-night open airport Cologne. METHODS  Calibrated class-one 

noise level meters were used to record aircraft noise events (ANE) indoors at residents living near 

airports. In the laboratory, each sleeping cabin was calibrated before between 4 and 128 ANEs with 

LAS,max between 45 and 80 dB were played back using an acoustic workstation. In the field, three 

class-one noise level meters were used to record ANEs indoors and outdoors simultaneously with 

electrophysiological signals (polysomnography, EKG, plethysmography, respiration). RESULTS  

Considerable differences between laboratory and field conditions were observed: In the laboratory, up 

to 128 aircraft noise events were applied at regular intervals. Depending on the air traffic volume, the 

direction of starts and landings and the location of the investigated home, the aviation related 

occurrences of noise was between 0 and 80 events per night and clustered at particular time intervals 

during the night. The damping characteristic of the house depended on window position and variied 

between 11 and 38 dB(A). CONCLUSION  When investigating the effects of aircraft noise on sleep, it 

is necessary to provide event correlated data of acoustic signals and sleep disturbances. Then these 

data can be judged with respect to the acoustic situation inside and outside the bedroom. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The DLR-Institute of Aerospace Medicine investigated the influence of nocturnal aircraft noise on 

sleep, mood and performance in laboratory and in field studies. For this purpose on the one hand it 

is essential to assure a realistic playback of aircraft noise events in the laboratory, but also to 

guarantee the recording of the exact sound pressure level at the sleeper’s ear and a reliable 

identification of all arising noise events in the field.  

Having very controlled laboratory conditions and an adequate acoustical equipment, one can 

calibrate the loudspeakers in the sleeping rooms of the laboratory at the volunteer’s ear very 

precisely. In the field however it is even more complex and costly to ensure an exact recording of 

the sound pressure levels and the noises identification at the sleeper’s ear. Thus, many studies in the 
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past used the acoustical data of already existing official measuring points, partly several hundred 

meters away from the study test point, and then recalculated a noise level at the sleeper’s ear. Such 

a procedure implies in general many possible sources of error which cannot be quantified in detail. 

Furthermore it is not possible to identify every arising noise like a passing car or a barking dog 

when those data can just be matched with the airport data of starting and landing aircrafts. 

In order to overcome these kinds of restrictions when using the acoustical data for an event 

correlated sleep analysis, the DLR-study used an elaborated equipment which allowed 

simultaneously recording of sound pressure level, the soundfile of a noise event itself and the 

combination with the polysomnographic data with a resolution of 125 ms. 

 

 

2 METHODS 

2.1 Laboratory Studies 

128 volunteers aged 18-65 (mean age: 38) were examined each for thirteen consecutive nights in 

our soundproof sleep facility, which is situated in the basement of the institute. 8 separate sleep 

cabins allow the simultaneous observation of electrophysiological data of 8 volunteers. Between 4 

and 128 noise events of starting and landing aircrafts (ANEs) with LAS,max between 45 and 

80 dB(A) were equidistantly played back between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.. Altogether more than 33,000 

ANEs were played back in the laboratory studies. The study design and parameters analyzed in this 

study are described in detail elsewhere in the proceedings of this congress [1], [2]. 

 

The ANEs had been recorded at residents’ homes living in the vicinity of Düsseldorf Airport with 

class one sound level meters of Cortex Instruments. In the bedroom, the microphone was positioned 

near the pillow, the windows were closed or tilted. In order to guarentee realistic playback of ANEs, 

each sleep cabin was acoustically calibrated with re-measurements of terz levels of pink noise. 

 
Table 1: Combinations of frequency of occurence n  and maximum noise levels LAS,max of aircraft noise 

events equidistantly played back during the laboratory studies between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.. In the orange 

fields the numbers of volunteers and nights are shown who were tested under these respective combination. 

4 8 16 32 64 128

45 32

50 32 32 32 32

55 24 32 32 32 32 32

60 24 32 32 32 32

65 32 32 32 32 40

70 32 32 32 32

75 32 32 32

80 32 24
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The ANEs in each cabin were presented by a loudspeaker and a subwoofer and the soundfiles were 

automatically played back during the night by an acoustic workstation of Cortex Instruments. 

 

Table 1 shows the combinations of frequency of occurence n and the maximum noise levels LAS, max 

of aircraft noise events equidistantly played in during the laboratory studies during night. In the 

orange fields the numbers of volunteers are shown who were examined under the different 

combinations. The black numbers indicate thereby that half of those volunteers received noises of 

starting and the other half of landing aircrafts. The grey numbers signify that 16 volunteers got 

starting ANEs, whereas the remaining ones got the landing ANEs. However, the additional 

combination of  65x45 was exclusively played back for landing aircraft noises for special further 

testing reasons. 

 

 

50 (29.9 s) 28.1 32.1 31.1 33.5 34.1 35.5 37.1 37.8

55 (40.4 s) 25.2 31.2 28.2 32.2 31.2 33.6 34.2 35.6 37.2 37.9 40.2 40.6

60 (39.3 s) 31.8 34.0 34.8 36.0 37.8 38.5 40.8 41.1 43.8 44.0

65 (43.0 s) 36.7 37.5 39.7 40.1 42.7 42.9 45.7 45.8 48.7 48.8

70 (39.9 s) 41.2 41.5 44.2 44.3 47.2 47.3 50.2 50.2

75 (58.8 s) 46.6 46.7 49.6 49.6 52.6 52.6

80 (58.8 s) 51.6 51.6 54.5 54.5

32 64 128
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Frequency of occurrence n / Leq3_event , Leq3_night (Leq3_back =30)  [dB(A)]

 
 

Table 2: Combinations of frequency of occurrence n  and maximum noise levels LAS,max of starting aircraft 

noise events (total noise length in brackets) equidistantly played in during the laboratory studies between 11 

p.m. and 7 a.m.. In the orange fields, the energy equivalent continuous sound pressure level (Leq3) of the 

single ANE, and in the green fields, for the whole 8-hour-night is indicated. The continuous background 

level of the air-conditioning system added 30 dB(A). 

 

 

 

The energy equivalent continuous sound pressure levels Leq3 of the single ANE (orange field) and  

for the considered frequency of occurrence during the 8-hour-night (green field) are listed in Table 

2. The background level of the air-conditioning system contributed 30 dB(A) to the Leq3. 

 

 

 

2.2 Field Studies 

 

To assure that the electrophysical and additional field data can be analyzed in the same way as the 

laboratory data we employed three class-one sound level meters of Cortex Instruments (Figure 1). 

All three meters continuously recorded the sound pressure level, one outside and two inside the 

house at the sleeper’s ear. It was necessary to record every occurring noise event in order to be able 

to identify it. This was realized by starting the recording with a sampling frequency of 24 kHz 

when the outer sound pressure level was exceeded by 4 dB(A). By triggering one of the inside level 
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meters and therewith starting a simultaneous recording inside, further information of the damping 

characteristics of the windows is provided. With these two meters alone it would have been 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Three class-one sound level meters were employed during the field studies from which one of them 

continuously recorded the sound pressure level outside and the other two inside the house at the sleeper’s 

ear. To be able to identify the occuring noises, the outer meter additionally recorded the noise event itself if 

its sound pressure level exceeded the background level by 4 dB(A). Simultaneously one of the inner level 

meters was triggered and also recorded the noise event at the same time. For noise only arising inside the 

house the second inner level meter “triggered itself” by starting recording every noise whose noise level 

exceeded 4 dB(A) the interior background level. 

 

 

possible that noises arising just inside the house wouldn’t have been recorded. Therefore, a second 

inner level meter started recording when the background level inside exceeded 4 dB(A) and, 

therewith, also all noise arising inside the house were monitored. Of course, this lead to some 

redundancies of the two inner level meter data, but the two inner meters were at the same time a 

back-up system. Thus 403 of 414 measured nights in the field could be evaluated. 

 

The acoustical evaluation procedure of these 403 nights was rather time consuming. A scientist 

marked every noise event of the night, listened to it and characterized it by comment (Figure 2).  

For every noise the computer analysis program then calculated its length, the Leq3 event, t10-time, the 

sound pressure level SPLmax and the SPLmax-time, the background level before and after the noise, 

and the slope of the noises’ sound pressure level. Those parameters allow an exact noise correlated 

evaluation of the polysomnographic data [2]. 

 

Further on 121 acoustical and general  parameters (e.g. Leq3 for several night segments,  numbers 

above thresholds (NAT) 35 – 70, total number of airplanes, cars etc. for the whole and special 

segments in the night,...)  describing the whole night outside and inside the house were calculated 

by the analysis software programmed in MATLAB 12.1.. These data were relevant for evaluating 

measures that contain the whole night like stress hormones and questionnaires [1]. 
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Figure 2: A ten minute interval is shown for the acoustical evaluation procedure (example). In both windows 

the outer and inner sound pressure level is indicated by the blue curve. In the left window, the red curves 

show those time intervals where also noise recordings are available. On the right window, the black curves 

show the time intervals of the identified noise events, the green curve the background level.  
 
 

 

3 RESULTS 

 

In the 14 months of the field study, investigations of altogether 46 measuring points including in 

total 64 subjects during 9 sequential nights were examined.  The investigations fell at 9 measuring 

points into spring, at 11 into summer, at 19 into autumn and at 7 into winter.  In the following 

evaluations 394 nights were considered, at which both outside and inside noise data could be 

analyzed. 

 

In these 394 nights altogether 16,102 airplanes were counted (that corresponds to 40.9 per night, 

averaged over the recording period). Of these aircraft noise events (ANE) a total of 14,247 ANEs 

were not overlaid by other noise events and were designated as “undisturbed”.  Furthermore, 12,256 

cars (11,653 undisturbed), 239 motorcycles (217 undisturbed) and 127 trucks (120 undisturbed) 

were identified.  This list indicates that the measuring points were predominantly selected at quiet 

residential areas in terms of road traffic noise, which were, however, strongly affected by aircraft 

noise.  Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the ANE maximum SPLs, averaged over every 

394 nights and thus not differentiated by the weekday. 

 

An important prerequisite of the field studies was that the sleep habits of the subjects should not 

change during the investigation, with the restriction that a minimum bed time was given from 0.00 

p.m. to 6.00 p.m..  Thus, it was also the choice of the subjects, with which window position they 

wanted to sleep. 

 

The difference of the sound pressure levels between the outside and the inside microphone (at the 

sleeper’s ear) is determined particularly by the size of the window gap and the distance of the in-
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side microphone to the window. Additionally, also window size, its sound reduction index, the 

frequency distribution of the aircraft noise and the weather conditions affect the damping.  In order 

to also consider these additional, partly daily changing, parameters, a middle sound pressure level 

difference was determined by calculating the Leq_Event of each undisturbed airplane noise in each 

night.  From these, on the average 36 values per night, the median was evaluated.  Thus, for each of 

the 9 measuring nights at each home, a median was calculated and then a median for each point was 

determined.  At 3 homes the window position was changed during the 9 recorded nights.  These 

measuring points entered the evaluation twice; however, the total median of the according window 

position at that measuring point was balanced according to the number of nights in one window 

position. 
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Figure 3: Frequency distribution of the airplane maximum levels outside, 2 m before the house wall, and 

inside at the sleeper’s ear, in 1 dB(A)-steps, averaged over 394 nights. For this evaluation, only the ANEs 

were considered, which were not disturbed by other sources of noise. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the results for the average sound pressure level difference between the outside and 

inside microphone at the sleeper’s ear.  Since no standardized acoustic measuring conditions were 

used (since the goal of the study was the determination of the sound pressure level and the 

identification of the noise at the ear of the subjects, which permitted an event correlation with the 

sleep data), the measured values of the different window positions scatter widely.  Although the 

distance between the internal microphones and the windows was not measured, this dispersion can 

be explained by the different distances of the beds to the window. With tilted windows, the exact 

gap opening width and the exact window area, and with closed windows the sound reduction index 

and the window size just marginally contribute to the sound pressure level difference compared to 

standard values for tilted and closed windows [3].  The medians of 28.4 dB(A) for the closed, 18.4 

dB(A) for the tilted and 13.5 dB(A) for the open windows present indeed a good reference, 

describing  the different situations of sound pressure levels for aircraft noises in practice. 
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In contrast to the determination of the energy equivalent continuous sound pressure level Leq3 for 

the controlled acoustic conditions in the sleep laboratory, the Leq3 in the field does not exclusively 

depend on airplane noises, but also on contributions from other traffic noises and the actual weather 

situation. 

 

Averaged over all measuring points during the time interval between 0 and 6 a.m., in spring an 

average Leq3 value of 54.8 dB(A) for outside, and 34.3 dB(A) for inside was calculated, in summer 

52.8 dB(A) outside, and 37.3 dB(A) inside, in autumn 53.5 dB(A) outside, and 36.0 dB(A) inside 

and, in winter 55.0 dB(A) outside, and 36.8 dB(A) was determined.  If considering the average 

number of flight movements between 0.00 and 6.00 a.m. in the annual average amounted to 21.1% 

during spring, to 30.0% during summer, to 22.9% during autumn and to 25.9% during winter, then 

it becomes clear that the Leq3-calculations are also influeced by the various weather situations 

(wind and rains substantially lead to elevated sound pressure levels), and the window positions 

varying with seasons. 
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Figure 4:  Average difference in sound pressure levels between the external and the interior microphone at 

the sleeper’s ear. The median was taken from 9 measured nights, whereby the smallest and largest value did 

not enter the evaluation. For the determination of the differences see text.  

 

 

 

4  CONCLUSION 

When investigating the aircraft noise on sleep, it is necessary to provide event correlated data of 

acoustic signals and sleep disturbances. Indeed, it is much more costly and time consuming to 

acquire these acoustical data in field studies than under very controlled laboratory conditions. The 

DLR study, which provided data both from field and laboratory studies, does not only permit an 

event correlated sleep data evaluation but also acoustical comparisons. In particular, the differences 

between outside and inside noise led to calculations with respect to window positioning. 

Furthermore, by recording soundfiles, a clear distinction can be made between the noise of 
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different traffic modes, permitting the separation of aircraft noise from other sources, and thus, the 

detailed analysis of aircraft noise events related effects on sleep and other parameters.  
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